
Dear Steve Sir, 

School is just about in full swing, and I cannot see myself missing camp any more than I do right now. As 

you know, the last summer of 2015 was my first time ever at Camp Champions, and to be honest I 

wasn’t so sure about the whole camp experience. I can tell you right now that camp is one of the best 

things to happen to me in a very long time.  

I was nervous wouldn’t meet anyone, and that I wouldn’t know the routines of the day due to my lack of 

experience, but as soon as I stepped out of my car after passing through that huge spur that I think of as 

a symbol of home to me now, I was welcomed and brought in immediately. The relationships that I 

made at camp are stronger and more real than most relationships I deal with back home, and for that I 

am forever grateful to you, Steve Sir, and to everyone at Camp Champions that I had the pleasure to 

encounter.  

The magnitude with which camp has affected my life is infinitely large. Before camp, I was on track for a 

pretty dark path, and just at the climax of it all, camp came. After being away from it all for three weeks 

and being thrown into a world of the innermost beautiful people I have ever met, I changed everything. 

Not a day goes by where I don’t stop and think about camp at least once, and I wish for that to never 

end. Every day while working on my school assignments at my desk, I look up at my Torchlighter medal 

and my cabin portrait that I have permanently fixed on my wall. This little reminder keeps my mind at 

ease, knowing that another summer will be here soon enough, where I can be reunited with my best 

friends again.  

The reason that I am writing this email today is to let you know that I will never be able to successfully 

communicate the impact that your Senior Camper program has had on me, and that every day I look 

forward to coming back through that spur and experience it all again. Thank you for everything, Mr. 

Baskin. Summer can’t come soon enough. 

 


